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What are the
Digital Transformation
Trends that are shaping
today’s Automotive Industry?
Digital Transformation can be found in
every corporate strategy deck these days.
But how did we get here? And what now?
To address the situation we are in effectively it pays off
to understand the trends that are shaping the need for the
Automotive industry to turbocharge its Digitalization efforts.
So let’s look at the four megatrends and the catalyst
that are disrupting the Automotive landscape:

Trends are inclinations in a particular direction,
approximations that are used to predict a future state
or outcome, based on observed or computed data.
Trends have temporal elements: they emerge, peak,
sustain and decay. Dependent on behavior, impact
and duration they are classified in clusters like Hype,
Niche or Mega trend.
Trends are used in countless ways in our attempts to
understand the past, deal with the present and predict
the future. There is a whole practice built around them,
yet trends are not absolute. They need context and
depend on interpretation.

TREND
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Software is taking
over the world

My approach to using trends

Disruptive
new entrants

As a data driven person, I have been using trends in
all of my ventures and assignments. E.g. in product
management the holy grail is to identify a trend before
everyone else, interpreting the implied change correctly
and hitting the exact time the trend breaches to
launch your targeted product.

On-demand
economy

In simulation and predictive data analysis you are
knocking it out of the park when you can abstract
complex data sets in a way that they reveal trends
with a correlation high enough with reality that robust
decisions can be made.

The connected
everything
The catalyst COVID-19

Armin Prommersberger
Industry Expert

Understanding trends is most valuable the earlier
we are able to predict them with relevant accuracy,
because this defines the headstart we have
over competition.
So, let’s dive right in.
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The stellar results are
achieved when hardware
and software are designed
in lockstep supporting
a superior use case and
architecture target.

Software is taking
over the world

A key element reshaping the Automotive world is the omnipresent and general
trend of almost everything going from hardware centric to software driven.

Trend characteristics:
Software affects almost everything we do or what we
use. It can be as direct as the app’s running on your
smartphone and it can be as invisible as the algorithms
monitoring and controlling the movement of public
transport in the cities we life in.
Software as a whole has gone through its own
transformation cycle already: software emerged as
a means to replace hardware that was growing too
complex as discretely designed circuits. Fast forward to
today and software shapes the product or has become
the product in its own right, becoming the foundation
for all new business models and user experiences.
The Bits-eating-Atoms trend is a lasting one with no
clear destination yet.

Only 20 years ago the HW/SW effort ratios in developing
electronic products were often around 80% hardware
vs. 20% software. Today this is continuously changing
towards a 10% hardware vs. 90% software split.
The interesting part here is that hardware actually did
not become less complex, but software is still on an
exponential complexity growth path from generation to
generation. Latest smart headphones run more lines of
code than a Space Shuttle.
Software has become a broad term. Initially it described
mainly firmware, embedded code that enabled the
product to function. Today the software umbrella
includes many dimensions from edge devices to cloud
backends, from operating systems to applications, from
firmware to artificial intelligence algorithms.

500m 65bn

95m

tweets are sent
every day

messages sent
over WhatsApp

photos and videos
are shared on Instagram

Source: Twitter

Source: Facebook

Source: Instagram Business

Software is taking over the world

How is this trend impacting Automotive?
Software reshapes everything in Automotive:
>>

The product itself, i.e. the car is no longer differentiated in the engine
department but in connectivity, driver assistance capabilities and
interaction with the users.

>>

The sales process that transforms from a brick & mortar focused
experience to online configuration, virtual product demos and real-time
availability information incl. the complete digitized purchase process.

>>

The engineering process that requires all new hard and soft skills and
shifts away from the known mechanical comfort zones.

>>

The quality assurance and testing methods that become much more
complex and system level oriented.

>>

The homologation and certification processes that now need to keep
up with constant feature change in cars providing feature on-demand
throughout their full usage cycle.

>>

The engineering principles scrapping monolithic component development
in favor of holistic software plus hardware architectures. This new paradigm
integrates formerly individual software and hardware elements and provides
an abstraction layer between the hardware components and the software
thus enabling HW reuse for multiple software-driven use cases. One example
is e.g. an inward-facing camera that instead being by default limited to its
sole use case of fatigue detection now becomes a video sensor for multiple
software enabled features like passenger detection, distraction sensing,
video calls or emergency recognition.

>>

The vehicle-to-everything communication abilities that suddenly
make cars also prone to security breaches thus demand powerful
cyber security measures.

>>

The PLM process that mutates from a very linear, controlled, waterfall
like approach to iterative methodologies.

>>

The Industry 4.0 concept reimagining factories and supply chain with
all its cyber-physical elements like fully coupled Digital Twins, robotics or
predictive data modeling.

The impacts of software
on the Automotive
Industry are countless.

These are just a few, the impacts are countless.
To keep up with cars going digital, besides all their
physical beauty, the trend of software taking over the
world is forcing us to rethink car companies and their
supply chain as a whole.

How to deal with this trend?
Embrace it, don’t fight it. Initially this trend often
sparks a hardware vs software discussion and
internal competition. This is a strong indication for an
unexperienced leadership team and a company not
yet prepared to pivot. The stellar results are achieved
when hardware and software are designed in lockstep
supporting a superior use case and architecture target.
This will allow to harvest both the shortest time to market
as the highest commercial and customer benefits.
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Disruptive new entrants
With the growing dominance of software, a related key trend is the rise
of a whole new breed of digital native companies challenging the incumbents
and the status quo of whole industries.

Trend characteristics:

How is this trend impacting Automotive?

These new digital native entrants deploy disruptive
approaches thus are changing the value proposition.
A good example is the watch industry. What was
considered a fashion accessory for decades is now an
integral part of our digital lifestyle, loaded with sensors
and connectivity. This phenomenon is happening in
many industries right now, specifically in segments that
were hardware centric. One key characteristic of these
disruptors is that they do not carry the organizational,
cultural and technical debt of the traditional players.
As they do not have to spend any mindshare on
defending a status quo they can focus all resources
on their mission.

Automotive per se has been an industry with a high
barrier of entry. That changed with the relative simplicity
of the Battery Electric Vehicle. Instead of having to
develop mechanical marvels like latest combustion
engines and powertrains, the new entrants were able
to focus on very different aspects of the individual
transport experience. While most car OEM’s are still
very much focused on differentiation in the motor
department and the ability to customize your car down
to the color of the stitching of your leather seats, new
entrants focus on the connectivity aspects of the car
and have no fear to introduce progressive User Interface
and design concepts, bringing the car closer to the
familiar smartphone experience. These new digital native
entrants are reshaping the customer expectations!
In the wake of this change of the OEM landscape a
similar thing is happening on the supplier side: aggressive
new companies with offerings tailored around the
emerging needs of differentiation by software driven
features and the ability to reach lockstep with the Mobile
and Consumer Electronics industry to satisfy changing
consumer expectations are surfacing. Interestingly
enough this is a mix of small start-up like companies and
established technology and product giants like Amazon,
Google, LG or Samsung.

New digital native
entrants deploy
disruptive approaches
thus are changing the
value proposition.

How to deal with this trend?
Playing defense will not save the incumbents for long.
And to think an established player can suddenly become
as nimble in processes and thinking as a just founded
start-up is simply a denial of reality. Yet the sheer size
and power of the incumbents also provides opportunity.
Now is the time to implement a new collaboration
paradigm. Collaboration in Automotive mainly
happened at arms-length so far. Traditional Automotive
values control over trust, and individual success over
joint prosperity. We are an industry that claims joint
development while not even being able to decide on
one common set of connectors on the device we tout
collaboration on.
So start rethinking your engagement models:
>>

Early investments

>>

Industry wide standardization

>>

Modern M&A approaches

>>

Fostering partnerships

>>

Sanction internal Not-Invented-Here tendencies

>>

Transition from competition to frenemies

>>

Open Innovation

>>

Sharing your research results and Intellectual
Property for the sake of creating larger data sets
to work with

All of these steps will make you more successful
in this new world.
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The on-demand
economy
The on-demand model describes a
new way of consumption where physical
or digital goods and services are
available to the user instantaneously.

How to deal with this trend?

The traditional Automotive product cycle is literally
decades from first concept to end of use of a car.
In this hardware centric domain all focus lies on the
optimization of the bill of material (BOM) against the
requirements document that dates back to the time
the car was conceived. Adding new functionality to a
car after it is built is a challenge.

Industries that were turned upside down by the
on-demand trend are e.g. the entertainment business
and the software industry itself. Yet as always, this
threat is also an opportunity: while there are definitely
displacement situations like Netflix ending Blockbuster or
Uber diminishing the taxi business, there are examples like
Microsoft that was able to transform itself from a SKU
based boxed product sales to one of the leading Platform
as a Service and Software as a Service suppliers.
This move made them one of the most valuable companies
in the world. To me this provides a lot of perspective: one of
the world’s most renown software companies had to work
through its own Digital Transformation.

This also creates a psychological barrier when procuring a
car as you need to make decisions now according to your
budget that you will have to live with for the full use cycle.
In today’s world users expect that such an expensive
product will remain fresh and provide latest features
over the years. While this is technically already possible
it requires a complete shift of mindset from BOM
optimization to hardware over-provisioning: design and
equip the car with the hardware required to provide the
relevant predicted future feature set. On delivery only
the features requested by the customer are paid for and
activated. Then you offer on-demand the other features
in various ways like one-time payment, pay-per-use or
subscription models and you can add new features in the
boundaries of provisioned hardware capabilities over time.

Trend characteristics:
The on-demand economy is an umbrella for many
ways of instant consumption. It became quickly popular
in domains that provide digital products or services
as the fulfillment of these can be initialized right
after the purchase. Specifically in the software and
media consumption industries this business model, in
combination with the software and connectivity trends,
allowed new companies to take on traditional businesses.
It then expanded into industries like transportation
services where traditional infrastructure and services
like taxi rides were combined with software systems
that orchestrate the user and the physical devices and
create a frictionless experience for each stakeholder. This
omnipresent way of consumption eventually changed
consumer behavior. Today people expect their purchased
goods to evolve with their needs throughout the product
use cycle and provide those features in an instant
on-demand. While software-based offerings allow
such continuous evolutions natively, it is much harder
for physical goods with long use cycles which leads us
directly to how this trend reshapes the car industry.

How is this trend impacting Automotive?

To master the on-demand
economy Automotive
companies need to reboot
their business models and
offerings, which starts
in strategy, product
management and sales.

One key challenge the OEM’s will face with this new
paradigm is today’s self-inflicted limitation of the
industries own definition of success: number of cars sold.
With the emergence of the on-demand economy the
“cars sold” criteria seems to be at the end of its life
cycle. It does not address even a fraction of the full
business potential: the opportunity to have continuous
engagement with the customers and the ability to create
recurring revenue beyond initial sell, service or spare parts.

This trend is a stellar example how a Digital Transformation
is not an engineering exercise. To master the on-demand
economy Automotive companies need to reboot their
business models and offerings, which starts in strategy,
product management and sales.
This applies to OEM’s same as to suppliers. Specialized
hardware with part-specific embedded software is
already ceasing. Hardware becomes modular and
programming interfaces become standardized.
Software running on powerful compute units hosted by
a skillfully designed software platform defines the use of
the provided hardware and orchestrates it on-demand.
Thus your business will change. Start thinking in systems,
and how your offering contributes to it so you can
leverage the consumer’s on-demand lifestyle.
On-demand lives and breathes data. Information flows
at unprecedented speed and quantity these days and
the reason for this, the internet itself, is driving also the
fourth key trend reviewed in this article:
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The connected everything

World population (in billions)
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And don’t forget animals… the connected cow is a thing today. For 2020 the
assumptions are that there will be between 25 and 50 Billion connected devices
and only a fraction of those will be operated consciously by a human being.
Ever faster infrastructure with always increasing bandwidth is supporting this trend.
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Being connected has become the new normal, everywhere,
anytime. We only realize this once connectivity suddenly
breaks down.

15

2011

2

2020

Trend characteristics:

M2M
Connected consumer electronics
PC/laptop/tablet
Mobile phones
Fixed phones

2010

3

DEVICES PER
PERSON

The internet connects everything: people with people, people with machines,
machines with machines.

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Examples of M2M: connected cars, machines and utility meters. Examples of consumer electronic (CE) devices networked TVs,
digital media boxes, Blu-ray players etc. Not included: passive sensors and RFID tags. Source: Ericsson Mobility Report

2020

Connectivity manifests itself in many ways. There is the
personal layer with social networks, messengers and
so much more that makes our life more comfortable.
Then there is the hidden connectivity layer when we
unconsciously engage with machines. Yet the fastest
growing layer of connectivity though is when machines
talk to machines directly like a printer negotiating
supply delivery with the vendors ERP system.

But what is a machine? A physical device? Or an
algorithm? How about Artificial Intelligence? Concepts
like the Internet of Things seem brutally redundant in
a time where it becomes ever harder to distinguish
behaviors of things and beings. Virtualization of physical
machines and humans is already happening and as
everything goes online the engagement models between
the physical and the digital world morph and transform.
One relevant artefact of all this connectivity is the
incredible amount of data that is created, transferred
and stored every second.

TREND

The connected everything
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How is this trend impacting Automotive?
Many car companies emphasize the connected car.
Let’s go a step further and see the car as for what it
is through the eyes of an orchestration algorithm:
it is a set of sensors, actuators and feedback loops.
They are all connected, locally in the car but in the
near future also orchestrated through the cloud, for
new experiences and swarm like behavior and learning.
Just think about self-driving vehicles. The moment
each car can engage with the vehicles in its vicinity
and learn from the experiences of millions of other cars
every day has the potential to finally create a highly
robust autonomous driving experience.

You might be in for a surprise if this sounds like
science fiction to you: this is already happening. Voice
first devices, online retail platforms, streaming services,
smartphones that go wherever you go, social media….
we leave traces of ourselves everywhere already.
The moment you connect these neurons of distributed
information you create your digital self.
In a user centric world this has all potential to put our
needs and desires at the center of what surrounds us.
The car is a prime target as it hosts the user in many
cases for hours every day.

Today most of the experience in a car is pretty static.
There are slight adaptation capabilities in context
to the user like seat position, air condition settings,
infotainment screen setup or driving modes. Yet cars
don’t really interact with each other yet nor with powerful
orchestration algorithms nor deeply engage with the user.

How to deal with this trend?

The magic happens the more the users build virtual
replicas of themselves, i.e. a data model, and the more
the devices in their vicinity have the ability to react to this
virtual persona, observing and predicting the user’s needs
and desires. This situational awareness is at the heart of
many artificial intelligence initiatives across industries.

The car is at the doorstep
to become a part of a
much bigger, contextually
aware, cross-company
and cross-industry
eco-system.

“Connected” means different levels of engagement.
From a pure “Hello world” that a device sends out to
indicate that it is there to discovery routines declaring
accessible data and functionality up to the ability to
reconfigure contextually there are many degrees of
complexity. While other industries already execute on
contextual, multi-modal user experiences, Automotive
is only getting started on this journey. The car is at
the doorstep to become a part of a much bigger,
contextually aware, cross-company and cross-industry
eco-system. Make sure your next architectures and
engagement models embrace this and collaborate with
other devices and the user itself. One effective way to
deal with it, even though it requires a lot of discipline
and upfront investment, is to move from monolithic
software developments to software platforms.
To be future proof and efficient this will require a
system level mindset incorporating the edge, i.e.
the car in this case, and the cloud, which is the data
center hosting algorithms to collect and analyze
data and to handle and orchestrate derived actions
and experiences. Containerized microservices lend
themselves as a potential solution in Automotive as a
means for a safe, secure and reliable operation.
This is the moment when we tie back into the first trend
of “software taking over the world”: all these infinite
possibilities come with the debt of software complexity.

THE CATALYST
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21 st-century leadership requirements

81%
How COVID-19 gave the
Digital Transformation a boost
This chapter was actually hard to begin. How can you describe
something as devastating as a global pandemic as a moment
of opportunity?

Ability to lead through more complexity and ambiguity

65%

Ability to lead through influence

50%
47%
44%

Ability to manage on a remote basis

Ability to manage a workforce with a combination of humans & machines

Ability to lead more quickly

Respondents who believed that 21 st-century leaders faced new
and unique requirements answered the question, "What do you
believe are the unique requirements for 21 st-century leaders?"
Source: Deloitte Global Human Capital Trends survey, 2019

Yet the last months created some stunning facts:

But then there is also the dark side:

>>

>>

Massive unemployment globally.

>>

Many industries struggling as the pandemic
revealed how dependent business models were on
continuity or had been at the brink already before
and were now exposed.

>>
>>

>>

People who felt like control and personal
attendance in the office is the only way to get
work done had to realize remote work can create
remarkable results.
Adoption of video calls and modern collaboration
tools went through the roof.

>>

Processes and procedures that before were treated
as almost sacred were replaced in an instant by
much leaner ways of working.

People being challenged emotionally by all
the uncertainty.

>>

Social distancing.

Team spirit evolved to a whole new level with people
reaching out to each other to provide support.

Just to name a few. VUCA (Vulnerability | Uncertainty |
Complexity | Ambiguity) suddenly became real.

These are only a few of the positive indications and it
will be interesting to see what will stick after life goes
back to “normal”.

This pandemic acts like a catalyst and is forcing our
industry now to implement elements of Digitization
and Digitalization in an instant as a matter of survival.
This actually is an external Digital Disruption moment.
In this new normal all leaders have one great
opportunity and responsibility: to implement long
overdue changes with the support of their teams
and make them last. What is most important in the
workplace now is perspective: “Tell me where we as a
company are going, show me there is a place for me
in this future and explain to me how I can contribute
to make it happen. If you do so I am prepared to
contribute whatever it takes for us all to get there.”
This unprecedented time represents a unique opportunity
for formulating, planning and implementing the change
that has been discussed for years but has always been
deemed too disruptive. Seize this opportunity. It won’t
last long. The moment the virus situation softens, this
spirit, this embrace for change will decay and there is a
relevant probability that organizations revert back into
old behavioral patterns.

THE SUMMARY
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Trends are important indicators for defining
strategy and shaping execution.

I am curious to see how other trends like Sustainability
will impact the Automotive Industry and what level of
reciprocity we will see between the digitally native trends
and the one’s coming from the physical world’s direction.
The easy part is to highlight a challenge, but real value is
created when you also provide a potential solution. In case
you did not see the first article of this series then you might
be interested in checking the Proco Global blog or LinkedIn
for my “Practical Survival Guide to Digitalization”.

Yet they are not to be taken absolute nor lightly. Software, in all its instantiations
and with all its influence on the world, is not the sole silver bullet for company
or product success.
What this means is this:

> Software still needs hardware in the physical world to
function and create these exciting new experiences.

Even a fully cloud-based business runs somewhere
on someone else’s computer in a data center.
Online-shops use logistic centers and delivery chains,
media streaming providers deploy handcrafted
songs and movies to very real screens, speakers and
headphones. ERP systems are used with laptops and
tablets as frontends and deal more often than not with
real world goods. Even the most advanced Artificial
Intelligence in the Autonomous driving domain requires
a car, sensors, computation power in the edge and
the cloud and robust data transfer between these
instances. And all of this is operated, consumed or
created by countless human beings. Software is a
means, not the purpose.

> The Automotive Industry per se has immense

knowledge and capabilities, refined over decades.
They represent real value. Just consider the learning
curves Automotive’s Digitalization posterchild Tesla went
through and still encounters along their growth path.

>

Digitalization and the related trends do not
mean every car company and supplier must
become a software company. Yet what we
can learn from the trends and their impacts
already on other industries is that the ones
that embrace Digitalization are the ones to
pivot and thrive. They implement the required
changes to address the new opportunities with
a vengeance and find the right balance in their
desired future state between the physical and
the digital elements of their future products.

Author’s note:
My perspective on Digitalization in Automotive has
been shaped by the experience accumulated working
in tech in the CE, Mobile, PRO and Automotive industries.
Armin Prommersberger
Industry Expert

Because Digitalization affects everyone, I aspire to write
in a way everyone can understand and engage. You can
make any topic arbitrarily complex and there is a lot of
jargon and mystification around the Digital Transformation
journey. I strive for the opposite. I believe in a mindset
learned from friends who are amazing creatives: simplify
your design to a point that every line, every contour counts.
When you reach the point that taking away a line is
destroying the result you have reached your destination.
And funny enough… this applies to software as well,
once you replace “line” with “line of code”.
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